
Today’s date: _______        Breed: Rottweiler     Color: Black & Mahogany 
 
DOB: __________ Gender:_____Litter_____ Microchip_________________ 
 
Puppy Name:___________________________AKC#___________________ 
 
Sire: ________________________________________ 
 
Dam: _______________________________________ 
 
This puppy is sold as a companion puppy for the price of $_________ 
Puppy will be registered by the new owner with American kennel Club AKC 
 
Non-Refundable Deposit: $_______ Balance due: $________ Date: __________ 

Voluntarily enter into and agree to all terms stated in this contract as witnessed by their signatures below. 

1. In the event that not enough puppies are born or the puppy dies for any reason before being 
delivered to the new owner, the reservation will be transferred to the next litter or the deposit will 
be returned as the buyer wishes. Buyer agree to put “Vom HochKlasse” Before the registered 
name of the dog. Otherwise the contract and guarantee will be voided. If for any reason buyer 
can’t keep puppy it must returned to the breeder without money refund. 
HEALTH GUARANTEE 
Your puppy from Vom HochKlasse Rottweiler Kennels is guaranteed... 
1. Your puppy came with one-year Guarantee of any genetic health diseases including Dysplasia. 
Buyer agree puppy is healthy and have 24 hours work days to be exanimated by a veterinary. All 
puppies are treated and vaccinated for Parvo, Canine Distemper adenovirus Type 2, 
Parainfluenza, Coccidiosis, Giardia and Kennel Cough, before they leave. Puppies are at risk for 
Coccidia and Giardia (bloody stools) which is often brought on by the stress of shipping, a new 
home… they are easily and cheap to treated. We will not cover the treatment for them. Vet bills 
and PARVO IS NOT COVERED. this is a Legal agreement between you “Buyer” and Vom 
HochKlasse “Seller” Under the Moreno Valley California City Law It is the responsibility of the 
buyer to show breeder the letter of the veterinarian stating and signing that the problem is 
congenital genetic or caused for negligence of the buyer. Shipping and Vet costs will be paid for 
the buyer. Puppy will be replaced with other puppy of the same quality in the next available litter. 
satisfaction of the terms of this agreement. 

Seller's Name: Faustino Rodriguez  24280 Angie Ln Moreno Valley California 92557 
 Email: BadassRotts@icloud.com     
Seller’s Signature: X_____________________   Date:  ______________ 
 
Buyer's Name: _______________________Adress_________________________ 
 
Telphone : ___________________Email adress____________________________ 
 
 
         Copyright © Vom HochKlasse Rottweilers Kennel Inc. All rights reserved 
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